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The present work deals with the modelling and simulation of a biogas Demo-processor for

green hydrogen production via Autothermal reforming (ATR) process aimed at covering a

wide span of potential applications, from fuel cells feed up to the production of pure

hydrogen. The biogas ATR unit is composed of a structured catalyst support close coupled

to a wall-flow filter that retain soot particles that can be formed during the ATR reaction.

Modelling and simulation (CFD and FEM) were carried out to select the innovative catalyst

support with promising results for the fuel processor. 3D digital sample reconstruction was

performed for the selection of the appropriate porous structures commercially available for

the soot filtration and furthermore, 2D CFD analysis was also used to examine flow uni-

formity issues due to soot trap integration downstream to the ATR. Moreover, the inherent

flexibility of the model performed allowed its application in the assessment of the

Demonstration plant operating in real conditions. Besides, Aspen simulation has demon-

strated that the ATR process is the most promising process to hydrogen production

compared to other types of reforming process.
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Introduction

Biogas is a renewable source of methane, it is produced from

the anaerobic digestion of organic matter and is mainly

composed of methane (CH4) and carbon dioxide (CO2) and

minor species such as hydrogen sulphide, ammonia, hu-

midity, etc. [1,2]. Biogas can be directly used as a combustible;

however, the combustion process of biogas to generate heat

has a low efficiency, because the humidity and CO2 content

decrease the calorific value of the fuel [3,4]. Biogas can be

converted into hydrogen-rich syngas via catalytic reforming

process for fuel cell application [3]. Hydrogen is a promising

energy carrier with high energy capacity and zero carbon

content [5e7]. The reforming process for hydrogen produc-

tion are: dry reforming (DR), steam reforming (SR), catalytic

partial oxidation (CPOX), and auto thermal reforming (ATR)

process, according to the following Reactions (R1eR4),

respectively.

CH4 þ CO242COþ 2H2 DH ¼ þ247 kJ=mol (R 1)

CH4 þH2O4COþ 3H2 DH ¼ þ206;2 kJ=mol (R 2)

CH4 þ
1

2
O2/COþ 2H2 DH ¼ �36 kJ=mol (R 3)

CH4 þ
1

2
xO2 þ yCO2 þ ð1� x� yÞH2O4ðyþ 1ÞCO

þ ð3� x� yÞH2 (R 4)

H2Oþ CO4CO2 þH2 DH ¼ �41;2 kJ=mol (R 5)

DR occurs when methane reacts with carbon dioxide to

produce carbon monoxide and hydrogen (R1). This reaction is

strongly endothermic, since it transforms two stable mole-

cules (CH4 and CO2), into syngas, which is a reactive and high

value product, used as raw material for other processes. It

occurs at high temperatures (800e1000 �C) [8]. The wateregas

shift Reaction (R5) is boosted at high CO2 concentration,

reducing the H2/CO ratio to values less than one between

400 �C and 800 �C. Other undesired reactions taking place in

DR are the Boudouard Reaction (R6), CO reduction (R7) and CH4

decomposition (R8), which produce carbon and reduce the

selectivity to syngas [9].

2CO4Cþ CO2 DH ¼ �172kJ=mol (R 6)

COþH24CþH2O DH ¼ �131kJ=mol (R 7)

CH44Cþ 2H2 DH ¼ þ75 kJ=mol (R 8)

The SR (R2) is a highly endothermic process, which re-

quires reaction temperatures between 650 and 850 �C and low

pressures to accomplish maximum methane conversion [10].

The H2/CO ratio is equal to three, being the most suitable

reforming process due to its high H2 production. The reform-

ing reaction causes a continuous temperature decrease, thus,

requiring a continuous external source of heat, provided by

the combustion of additional methane and/or from using the

available energy in the separated exhaust stream through

combustion or simple heat exchange.

In the CPOX process, methane is partially oxidized at at-

mospheric pressure in lack of oxygen to produce syngas with

an H2/CO ratio close to 2. This Reaction (R3), is moderately

exothermic and requires temperatures between 700 and

900 �C to guarantee complete methane conversion and to

decrease the soot formation [11].

The biogas ATR process is a combination of the endo-

thermic (SR) and exothermic (CPOX) reactions, the last pro-

vides the energy needed for the endothermic reforming

reactions [5]. The economies of scale (much larger stream

units are possible) and more compact sizes of equipment are

the main advantages of the ATR compared to SR process

[12,13]. Furthermore, other advantages of ATR of biogas

concern the presence of water, which increases hydrogen

yield and reduces the sensitivity to soot or carbon depositions

in long term operation, good adaptability to changing biogas

composition, compact design, efficient handling of heat, lower

materials costs, the speed for ending or starting the reactor,

the capacity to produce a higher amount of H2 with a lower O2

consumption, an easier process control and the highest effi-

ciency [6,14].

In a catalytic reforming process, great attention must be

dedicated to the catalyst support (e.g. powder, pellets, hon-

eycomb, foams, etc.), because it can greatly affect the reactor

performances, whether in steady state at high space velocity

(in terms of conversion and selectivity), or the reactor dy-

namic response especially during light-off [15]. Then, due to

the severe operating conditions (high temperature and high

flow rates), heat and mass transfer properties play an impor-

tant role in the behavior of the short contact time. Several

authors have reported that the use of cellularmaterial support

improve the coupling of exothermic and endothermic reac-

tion in methane reforming [15e19]. Foams and honeycomb

monolith catalyst supports structured are the most used for

syngas production [13]. Foam structured catalysts allow a

higher activity with respect to honeycomb structured cata-

lysts as well as a lower average temperature along the cata-

lytic bed and a more uniform temperature profile, due to the

better conductive heat along the catalytic monolith [19].

Ceramic foams have important properties for catalytic activity

such as low pressure drop, high thermal stability and

enhanced heat transfer, in particular when materials with

high thermal conductivity are employed [20].

According to Palma et al. [20], high thermal conductivity

supports consent a flat thermal profile along catalytic bed, and

thus a higher average temperature at the outlet of the catalytic

bed, allowing higher methane conversion [21]. On the one

hand, highly conductive supports reduce the hot-spot for-

mation and the temperature peak of the exothermal com-

bustion zone at the catalytic bed reactor inlet in ATR process;

in the other side, high thermal conductivity materials guar-

antee a more uniform radial temperature [21].

Silicon carbide (SiC) has excellent thermal conductivity,

high chemical stability, high mechanical strength and high

thermal shock resistance, that means that SiC can withstand

manufacturing stresses better, and therefore make it flexible

and suitable for all shapes and sizes of catalyst supports [22].

These properties are required to be a potential heterogeneous

catalyst support candidate, especially for high endothermic

and/or exothermic reactions [23]. Silicon carbide can be
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manufactured in several different forms including, among

others, sintered SiC, recrystallized SiC and silicon infiltrated

SiC (SiSiC). Silicon carbide can also be present in several

crystal structures, of which two of the most popular are a-SiC

and b-SiC. Erbicol's process to manufacture SiSiC ceramics is

based on the reactive silicon infiltration of a preform con-

taining a-SiC and carbon [24e26]. SiSiC is particularly inter-

esting due to its outstanding mechanical and thermal

properties at high temperatures. The SieSiC microstructure

has already proven to withstand severe high temperature

oxidizing conditions [25]. Moreover, SiSiC porous periodic ar-

chitectures have recently been produced using replica tech-

nique of lattice structures obtained from polymeric templates

made by 3D printing followed by reactive infiltration of silicon

[25,26].

SiC wall-flow honeycomb monolithic structures are used

for the removal of soot particles and are considered an

essential component of the exhaust of diesel engines [27,28].

The wall-flow filters are ceramic porous structures that

consist ofmany parallel channels of rectangular cross section,

with the adjacent channels alternately plugged [29]. The gas

stream that enters an open channel is forced to pass through

the porous wall of the channels. The particles inside the

gaseous streamare trapped inside and on the top of thewall of

the channel, whereas the gases exit from the adjacent chan-

nel free of particles.

A novel application of such filters is implemented within

the scope of this work. A key innovation in this study is the

adaptation of a wall-flow filter close coupled to the ATR

reactor, which could entail effective filtration and conversion

of any soot like particles eventually generated by hetero-

homogeneous reactions in the inlet part of the ATR reactor

during normal operation or due to the decomposition of traces

of incomplete reforming products.

The present work deals with the modelling and simulation

of a biogas processor for green hydrogen production via ATR

process. The study comprises the ATR structured support

design, the 3D digital reconstruction of a soot filter and the 2D

CFD analysis to examine the flow uniformity issues due to

soot trap integration downstream to the ATR. Within this

study, new and innovative supports for biogas ATR were

designed, in order to identify a suitable support structure,

which are based on high thermal conductivity cellular mate-

rials to disperse the heat axially in the reactor, which meets

the desired demands, i.e. high effective thermal conductivity,

open structure to avoid dead zones and plugging by soot build

up, strong mixing and high contact time of the fluid with the

catalytic surface, high mechanical strength and low pressure

drop. Instead, the support for the removal of potential

carbonaceous materials were commercially investigated.

Materials and methods

Biogas reforming process modelling

In order to design a biogas processor to produce 50 Nm3/h of

hydrogen, simulations using Aspen plus were performed. The

process efficiency depends on the biogas reforming route, the

level of heat integration, and the preheating temperature of

the mixed reactants, the steam-to-carbon (S/C) and oxygen-

to-carbon (O/C) ratio as well as the usage of the off-gas from

pressure swing adsorption (PSA).

Model biogas composed of clean methane and carbon di-

oxide (60:40 vol:vol) was used in this study.

The energetic performance of ATR, SR and CPOX reforming

systems was evaluated by the thermal efficiency and is

calculated as the energy output divided by the energy input

[30], as shown in Eq. (1):

hplant ¼
_mH2

LHVH2

_mCH4
LHVCH4

þ Pcompressor þ Ppump þ PPSA
(1)

where _mi and LHVi are the mass flow and the Lower Heating

Value of species “i”, respectively; Pi is the electrical power of

component “i” shown in Fig. 5.

As above mentioned, an important benefit of the ATR

process is the inherent flexibility of the system itself; in fact,

modifying the temperature, O/C and S/C ratios, it is possible to

achieve an auto-thermal operation. In the same way, the final

composition depends of the values of these variables [31]. The

effect of the temperature, S/C and O/C ratio on the efficiency

plant for biogas ATR process was investigated. The ratios are

defined as following:

S

C
¼

_nH2O

_nCH4

(2)

O

C
¼

2*
:

nO2

_nCH4

(3)

The S/C ratio was changed from 1.5 to 5, the O/C from 0.8 to

1.3 and the reactant pre-heating temperature from 500 �C to

700 �C.

Numerical model of the structured catalyst supports for ATR

reactor

New catalyst structures based on high thermal conductivity

cellular materials have been designed, which promote a

transient or even turbulent flow inside the catalyst support,

which enhances the transport of the species due to hydrody-

namic dispersion. Advantages arising from this are an

improved conversion efficiency but also a more reliable

operation, since the increased mixing prevents the formation

of hot spots as it homogenizes the distribution of the gas

components and helps to spread locally released heat more

rapidly due to convection. Main advantages of the homoge-

neous lattice based design arise out of the repetitive unit cells

that allow full characterization of the lattice and its effective

properties by analysing a single unit cell assuming periodicity

in all directions.

Homogenous lattices composed of Cubic, Octet and Kelvin

cells with a fixed porosity of ε ¼ 0.85 and cylindrically shaped

struts, as shown in Table 1, were selected for the present

study. Besides, the conventional random foam was examined

for comparison. Numerical simulations based on CFD and FEM

models have been performed on the different geometries,

which are assessed by different effective properties.

Due to the fixed porosity, strut diameter (d) and specific

surface area (S) of the structures scale with the edge length of

the single unit cell (Lc) as defined follows [32]:
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d½m� ¼ aLc (4)

S

�

m2

m3

�

¼
b

Lc
(5)

where the factors a and b are specific dimensionless constants

of each geometry as listed in Table 2.

Heat transfer

The effective thermal conductivity (ETC) in absence of the

fluid indicates, howwell the structures are able to spread heat,

e.g. from local hot spots. In order to numerically predict the

ETC, the averaged Fouriers law of heat conduction (Eq. 6) is

applied to a unit cell of the homogenous lattice [33].

_q
00

av ¼ keff
Th � Tc

L
(6)

where L is the distance betweenhot and cold boundaries those

are maintained at temperatures Th and Tc, respectively. Keff is

the effective thermal conductivity and _q
00

av is the average

steady-state heat flux in the X-direction for an applied tem-

perature difference Th � Tc ðTh >TcÞ in direction X. The

remaining four boundaries are assumed to be adiabatic in

order to ensure one-dimensional heat transfer in an averaged

sense [34].

For the solution of Eq. (6), one requires solving the steady-

state heat transfer for pure conduction in order to predict the

temperature distribution within the porous medium and

hence tocalculate _q
00

av. Theeffective thermalconductivityof the

structureswasevaluatedasdescribedbyMendeset al. [33]. The

heat transfer was solved by using the finite volume method

(FVM) under the assumption of a non-conducting fluid phase.

Hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient

The transient flow field within the computational domainwas

obtained from the solution of the governing equations for

mass andmomentum, whichwere numerically solved using a

CFD code based on the Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM)

[35,36].

Mechanical strength

In order to test the mechanical behavior of the supports made

of SiSiC lattice structures (with E ¼ 264 GPa, density

r ¼ 2640 kg/m3 and poisson's ratio n¼ 0.25), an analysis on the

basis of the finite element method (FEM) was performed

employing the commercial software COMSOL V4.4. For gen-

eration of the lattice structures each strut has been modeled

by two vertices and a connection between them using MAT-

LAB. The structure was loaded by giving a tensile displace-

ment of 0.01 mm to the upper vertices to determine the

maximum stress.

For the thermal and fluid flow simulations, the different

geometries are numerically modeled using Cartesian voxel

approximations, where each voxel is either attributed to be

solid or liquid. In the present work, the computational domain

is resolved with a resolution of 2563 voxels, which was found

to be sufficient for grid-independent solutions [37].

Pressure drop

The numerical simulations were accompanied by a series of

pressure drop experiments in air. The in-house setup, mainly

consists of the mass flow controller, a duct with square cross

section of 52 � 52 mm and sensors for the measurement of

inlet pressure, differential pressure, temperature as well as

mass flow. It allows the testing of samples with a length of up

to 100mm. For this investigation, 3D printed lattice structures

of cubic, octet and Kelvin cells with 7 elements along each

dimension of size L ¼ 7.43 mm, were tested. For the octet cells

lattice, due to the anisotropy of its structure, two different

orientations of the specimen were tested. The experiments

were performed for different velocities ranging from 1 to 6m/s

(cross-sectional average before the fluid enters the porous

structure) at ambient conditions.

Wall-flow soot filter 3-D digital sample reconstructed

(microstructure computations)

The steps that were followed for the selection of the appro-

priate porous structures, for the removal of potential carbo-

naceous materials that may be produced during the ATR

reactions, were similar to the development of the support

Table 1 e Catalyst support geometries.

Cubic lattice (100) Cubic lattice (111) (Rotated Cube) Modified Octet Cell Kelvin cell Conventional foam

Table 2 e Geometric properties of the different unit cell 
models [32].

Cube
cell

Octet
cell

Kelvin
cell

Conventional
foam

Porosity 0,85 0,85 0,85 0,86

a 0,28 0,14 0,17 e

b 1,9578 3,8166 3,1782 3,2250
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structures for the reforming catalyst, however they were

focused not in creating a new structure but investigating the

suitability of commercially available structures. Initially digi-

tal representations of candidate materials were reconstructed

taking into account filter material characteristics (pore or

grain size, porosity, wall thickness) that are commercially

available to predetermine suitablematerial parameters on the

basis of resistance to the flow and filtration efficiency. The

methodology for the aforementioned process for digital ma-

terials reconstruction was previously reported in detail in

Refs. [38,39]. The model framework employed in this effort

consists of a set of tools encompassing the following func-

tionality: i) digital microstructure reconstruction of porous

wall samples via process-mimetic methods, ii) calculation of

gas flow through the digital porous wall sample, and iii)

simulation of particle capture by the digital porous wall

sample.

The main objective of the resolved microstructure com-

putations was to guide the selection of a suitable material. SiC

was chosen as the material to be used in the specific appli-

cation since it is commercially available and it has several

advantages, such as high thermal conductivity and mechan-

ical strength. Themain parameterswhich characterize the SiC

filter material and which must be determined are: wall

thickness, porosity and grain size. These parameters directly

affect pressure drop and filtration efficiency of the bare (un-

coated) filter material. In view of the additional role of the

particle trap as a substrate for catalytic post-treatment of the

reformate, the selection of material porosity needs to also

account for the pore space needed for the catalytic coatings.

To investigate the microstructure of the filter segments

and obtain the required data for the digital material recon-

struction conducted, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was

employed (Fig. 1). More specifically, monolith samples were

cut in the vertical and horizontal direction to obtain sectional

images. The monolith segments were impregnated in resin in

a suitable-sized mould to achieve a flat, well-polished surface

for high quality imaging. Sequential imageswere acquired at a

specific magnification so as to resolve the major (linear) fea-

tures of interest by at least 20e40 pixels. The size of area

imaged for each material was guided by the requirement of

capturing approx. 10� 10majormaterial features (e.g. average

pores) and was met by acquisition of multiple adjacent over-

lapping images and subsequent stitching in image processing

software.

The digitally reconstructed sample (Fig. 2(a)) was subjected

to calculation of fluid flow through the porous wall in order to

determine the model filter wall permeability. The material

geometry and the flow field are represented by spatial occu-

pancy enumeration on a Cartesian grid with a resolution (grid

cell size) of 0.5 mm. An explicit (based on Chorin's artificial

compressibility scheme [40]) finite volume method is

employed to solve for steady incompressible viscid flow. The

flow field within the digital filter wall sample can be seen in

Fig. 2(b) below.

The resolved microstructure framework described above

was applied to a parametric study of pressure drop and

filtration efficiency with respect to extruded filter wall thick-

ness, SiCmean grain size and filter wall porosity. The filtration

conditions at which the simulations are carried out

correspond to a reactor flow of 100Nm3/hr at 600 �Cwith a 20 L

monolith that has 1.5 m2/L of filtration area.

The carbonaceous particles in the filtration simulation are

modeled by a nanoparticle geometry library, based on fractal-

like aggregate morphology consisting of 30e4000 primary

particles. The range of mobility-equivalent diameter spanned

from 30 nm to 800 nm over which the filtration behavior of the

filter wall is expected to transition from the diffusion to the

interception filtration regimes, i.e. the region of particle size

expected to exhibit a minimum in filtration efficiency.

The parametric study considered extruded particle trap

wall thickness 7e11 mil (178 mme280 mm), porosity 0.4e0.55

and average grain size 12 mme24 mm. These parameter spans

were chosen on the basis of what is feasible/available from the

state of the art in themanufacture of SiC extruded honeycomb

filter monoliths.

The filters were evaluated in terms of: i) flow resistance

(permeability), ii) filtration efficiency and iii) development of

pressure drop during loading of carbonaceous materials.

Flow resistance

The measurement of flow resistance (permeability) was con-

ducted in a dedicated rig consisting of a Mass Flow Controller

(MFC), a specially manufactured filter holder, a high precision

pressure transducer and a thermocouple. The gas usedwas air

Fig. 1 e SEM image of the characteristic microstructure of a

honeycomb monolith wall.
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at ambient temperature. Gas flow was varied between 0 and

100 lpm (100 lpm correspond to a filtration velocity of

approximately 4.5 cm/s). For each set of permeability mea-

surement twenty experimental points (pressure drop versus

flow) were collected. The permeability, k (m2) of the filter

sample is determined based on the following equation [41]:

DPclean ¼
mQ

2Vtrap
ðaþwsÞ

2

�

ws

ka
þ
8FL2

3a4

�

þ
2zrQ2ðaþwsÞ

4

V2
trapa

2

�

L

a

�2

(7)

where, DPclean is the pressure drop across the filter, a is the

honeycomb filter cell size, ws is the filter wall thickness, L is

the filter outer length, Vtrap is the effective filter volume, F is a

factor equal to 28.454, Q is the volumetric air flow rate, m is the

dynamic viscosity of air, r is the air density, k is the filter wall

permeability, and z is the contraction/expansion inertial los-

ses coefficient.

Filtration efficiency

For the evaluation of the performance of the selected filters

with respect to their clean filtration efficiency and pressure

drop development during the loading with carbonaceous

particles, a Combustion Aerosol Standard (CAST 2, Matter

Engineering) soot particle generator was used to simulate the

carbon particles formed from the combustion of gaseous

hydrocarbons.

CAST generates soot aggregates with a monomodal, stable

and repeatablemobility size distribution. Two CAST operating

points were chosen e P1- corresponds to large primary parti-

cles (mean diameter dp¼ 196 nmand P2- corresponds to small

primary particles (mean diameter dp ¼ 91 nm) e for the

loading of the monoliths with different size distribution of

particles (simulants of expected reactor particles) and the

evaluation of their filtration efficiency and pressure drop

development. The exit of the CAST burner was connected to

the inlet of a holder/reactor that contains the monolith for

evaluation. Both in the case of the filtration efficiency, as well

as for the loading, the experiments were conducted at room

temperature, without additional heating of the monolith. In

the case of the filtration efficiency measurements, the CAST

was operated in the diluted mode (filtration velocity: 0.35 cm/

s) in order to achieve particle concentration levels that are

appropriate for particle measurements with a Scanning

Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) coupled with a Concentration

Particle Counter (CPC). The particle size distribution was

measured upstream and downstream of the monolith; parti-

cles first pass through an impactor having a cut-off size above

1 mm, and then they are size-classified in a Differential

Mobility Analyzer (DMA).

Pressure drop

In the case of the evaluation of the pressure drop during

particle loading, there was no need for dilution of the CAST

stream, and therefore the undiluted mode of operation of the

CAST generator was used that allowed to achieve higher

filtration velocities (1.1e1.35 cm/s).

Integration of the wall-flow filter

The material properties that were derived from the preceding

work were used for the implementation of suitable Compu-

tational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)models for the determination of

the design for the integration of the filter in the ATR system.

Since the filter can only provide axial flow because of its

honeycomb structure and it is of much smaller diameter than

the heat exchanger that follows, it is essential to investigate

the degree of flow-spreading needed and the suitability of the

proposed trap position with CFD simulation. The CFD calcu-

lation results must essentially confirm that the selected par-

ticle trap dimensions and position are acceptable in that they

permit, with acceptable pressure drop penalty, the provision

of uniform flow entry into the heat exchanger.

A 2D CFD analysis, with the ANSYS Fluent 15.0 software,

was conducted in order to examine flow uniformity due to the

filter incorporation downstreamof the reforming catalyst. The

integration focused on: a) the degree of flow uniformity

required in the heat exchanger, since the filter displaces the

originally present flow distributor plates, b) the stagnant flow

space around the filter; c) mechanical fixation of the trap

Fig. 2 e (a) Rendering of the digitally reconstructed 3-D porous wall sample and (b) visualisation of the flow velocity on a

section through the porous wall sample and adjacent solution domain. The wall geometry is periodic in the directions

normal to the filtration flow.
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including rings and flanges, d) whether there is the need to

secure the filter axially, and e) the requirement for being able

to install and remove the filter from the top access of the ATR.

The filter dimensions and placement determine the space

available for including such a distributor plate.

The ANSYS CFD solvers are based on the finite volume

method; the domains are discretized into a finite set of control

volumes, for which general conservation (transport) equa-

tions for mass, momentum, and energy are solved. These

balance equations include convective, dispersive and gener-

ation terms.

For the current study, the ATR reactor can be described in

2-D cylindrical coordinates formulation because there are no

3-D effects of interest in the flow field. Fig. 3 illustrates the

axisymmetric sketch in the ANSYS Fluent environment,

where symmetry boundary conditions (symmetry axis in

Fig. 3), are applied, solid boundaries (type: “wall”) are imposed,

and porous zones (black shaded areas) are formulated. The

ATR reactor geometry is represented according to actual ge-

ometry up to the entry to the heat exchanger tubes. The

porous zones representing a perforated distributor plate and a

heat exchanger, downstream of the filter region, are not

drawn to their actual size in the axial direction. The actual

distributor plate thickness is varied during the investigation

but the effect of this variation is included in the model via

adjustment of the porous medium flow resistance in the

Fluent geometry. Similarly, the full heat exchanger tube bank

is not included in the model, nor is the tube bank geometry

resolved. This porous zone (called: “Tubes” in the diagram of

Fig. 3) is needed in order to represent the flow resistance

characteristics of the tube bank and thereby provide realistic

conditions for the flow field calculation further upstream.

Software limitations do not permit placement of a domain

outlet boundary adjacent to a porous zone, therefore an outlet

region is also included.

The assumptions and features of this model are: a)

isothermal operation, b) steady-state conditions, c) k-ε RNG

turbulence model and d) Fluent porous medium formulation.

Details of the setting-up of themodel are not presented in this

work for space economy.

Three different cases were studied (related to the charac-

teristics of the distributor plate located after the filter, i.e.

actual hole pitch configurations, hole diameters and

porosities-open area fraction of the plate) in order to assess

the effect of the distributor plate resistance on the flow uni-

formity and the pressure drop.

Results and discussion

Biogas reforming process modelling

Fig. 4 (left) shows the effect of the S/C and O/C ratio on the

efficiency plant for biogas ATR without using PSA off-gas at a

reactant pre-heating temperature of 600 �C. The plant effi-

ciency decreases when the S/C ratio increase, despite of an

increasing yield of hydrogen. For high S/C ratio the heat that is

necessary for reactant preheating and steam generation,

cannot be provided only by heat integration from the product

gas cooling. Therefore, an additional external heat source

would be required. Obtained results from Aspen Plus simu-

lation (performed at affiliation d) mass and energy flow

modelling have shown the positive effect of heat integration

on the plant efficiencies. Fig. 4 (right) show that the highest

efficiency equal to 65% (using S/C ¼ 1.5 and O/C ¼ 1.02) is

achieved with an ATR process without using a PSA unit.

Through the energetic usage of the PSA off-gas for steam

generation and superheating, a plant efficiency of 69% is

reached, due to the higher hydrogen yield in the synthetic gas

resulting from an enhanced S/C ratio.

Fig. 5 depicts the flow sheet of the hydrogen production

process from autothermal reforming of biogas.

In the first step, there is the compression, pre-heating and

mixing of air, steam and biogas. Then, the fed mixture is

supported by a steam ejector, which operates with the su-

perheated steam-air mixture.

The ejector replaces a biogas compressor with the advan-

tages of a simple structurewithoutmobile parts and low costs.

The ejector has a double scope. The first one is the mixing of

steam, air and biogas whereas the second one is the

compression of the biogas without using a compressor. In the

Fig. 3 e 2-D axisymmetric formulation for the ATR parts in

ANSYS Fluent pre-processor.
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second step, it takes place the catalytic conversion of the

mixture to syngas in the ATR unit close coupled to a wall flow

filter to retain the carbon particles produced. The last section

consists of the gas purificationwith high and low-temperature

water gas shift (HT-WGS and LT-WGS) reactors as well as a

downstream pressure swing adsorption (PSA) unit [42e44].

Numerical model of the structured catalyst supports for ATR

reactor

The idea with the use of structured catalyst support in biogas

ATR reforming is to improve the coupling of exothermic and

endothermic reactions as has been reported in literature

[19,45]. The use of structured catalysts characterized by highly

conductivematerials can result in improving the heat transfer

along the catalytic bed, affording high performance with a

flattened radial temperature gradients [46]. So, identification

of a suitable micro-structure for the catalyst support was

based in which is less prone to hot spots. Then, the ideal

supports should have high effective thermal conductivity,

high transverse hydrodynamic dispersion and low longitudi-

nal hydrodynamic dispersion, low pressure drop and high

probability of fluid-wall contact.

Selected results from the simulations on the different lat-

tice structures, are presented in Fig. 7 for pressure drop (Fig. 6

(left)) and transversal hydrodynamic dispersion (Fig. 6 (right))

properties.

The effective thermal conductivity indicates the ability of

the structures to spread locally released heat and to avoid hot

spots. The results have shown comparable performance of all

structures.

Hydrodynamic dispersion is crucial for the catalytic con-

version and can also prevent from hot spots [37]. As an in-

dicator for the mixing performance of the different

structures, the transverse and longitudinal dispersion co-

efficients have been evaluated for a range of different

Fig. 4 e Maximum plant efficiency at different S/C and O/C ratio (left) and for different types of biogas reforming with

maximum heat integration (right) [42].

Fig. 5 e Flowsheet of the H2 production process from ATR of biogas [42e44].
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Reynolds numbers (Re), where Re is based on the size of a unit

cell (Fig. 6).

The results of this comparative analysis between lattices

with different cell types show on one side high mechanical

strength of octet cells lattice and on the other side, relatively

low strength of the Kelvin cell based lattice. Instead, for the

cubic cell lattice the maximum mechanical stress resisted

ranks in between the other structures.

Besides, the results have demonstrated that the lowest

pressure drop is presented by the cubic cell lattice as illus-

trated in Fig. 6 (left).

The 3D-printed support structures were compared

numerically regarding various hydrodynamic and thermody-

namic properties. As shown in Fig. 6 (right) by means of the

hydrodynamic dispersion, some of those lattices showed

promising results when compared to a random ceramic foam.

One can observe that there is: low dispersion at low Reynolds

numbers due to laminar flow, significant increase of disper-

sion for the cubic lattice in flow direction (111) and good per-

formance of random foam.

The results suggest a lattice composed of rotated cube cell

as the most suitable catalyst support structure.

Wall-flow soot filter 3-D digital sample reconstructed

(microstructure computations)

It can be seen from the pressure drop results (11mmfilter wall

thickness and 12.6, 17 and 24.3 mm grain sizes) in Fig. 7 (left),

over this parameter space, that the pressure drop is most

sensitive to porosity variation for the smaller grain diameters.

In all cases the predicted pressure drop (due to the filter wall)

remains at an acceptable level for the application in the ATR.

Although on a relative basis the filter wall pressure drop

varies with respect to grain size, on an absolute basis the

filter wall contribution to trap pressure drop is expected to be

minor, to be overshadowed by channel flow friction losses

and pressure drop from any coatings and particle deposits on

the filter wall. Therefore, the focus turns to the filtration ef-

ficiency results shown in Fig. 7 (right) and Fig. 8. Here it can

be seen that the variation of grain size again has the most

Fig. 6 e Pressure drop modelling evaluation (left) and relation of Reynolds number Re and transversal hydrodynamic

dispersion D*

h,t. (right).

Fig. 7 e Results of filter wall pressure drop (11 mm filter wall thickness and 12.6, 17 and 24.3 mm grain sizes) (left) and clean/

uncoated filtration efficiency (porosity constant at 0.45 and 12, 17 and 24 grain sizes) (right) from the parametric

microstructure study for the particle trap material.
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marked effect, with the larger grain size/higher porosity

reaching quite low values of filtration efficiency, rendering

this formulation inadequate for use without modification.

The moderate effect of porosity on filtration efficiency can be

seen mostly in the range of particle size attributed to the

interception filtration mechanism (Fig. 8 (let)) while changing

wall thickness (by a factor of z1.5) is seen to have an even

smaller effect but throughout the particle size spectrum

(Fig. 8 (right)).

These parametric study results can guide the selection of

the optimum wall material but can only do so conclusively

after the development/design of the catalytic coating that

must be added to the particle trap for reformate post-

treatment. In the case of a thin uniform surface coating on

the pore surfaces (i.e. coating thickness <2 mm), the 17 mm

grain size at a porosity of 45%e50% (depending on final

coating amount) will be optimum e the advantage in filtration

efficiency from going to the small (12 mm) grain size does not

justify the pressure drop increase nor the risk of coating dif-

ficulty due to the smaller pore sizes. On the other hand, if the

Fig. 8 e Filtration efficiency results of the parametric study at constant average grain size of 24 mm and wall thickness of 11

mil (left) and at constant porosity of 0.50 and grain size of 12 mm (right).

Fig. 9 e Flow resistance measurement for the case of the

two different filters as a function of filtration velocity

(points: experimental data, line: model).

Fig. 10 e Filtration efficiency as a function of soot particle size for monoliths with different pore size (loading at two different

CAST operating points corresponding to small (91 nm) and large (196 nm) mean particle diameter (left) and pressure drop as

a function of the soot deposit on (right) [42].
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Fig. 11 e Velocity contours colored by axial velocity [m/s] and pressure contours colored by static pressure [Pa] for the three

distributor plate characteristics and for the case with no plate downstream of the filter.
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coating is coarser grained, then the resolved microstructure

calculations indicate that the larger grain size (24 mm) may be

suitable, provided that the coating placed in the wall will

modify the pore space in a way that will contribute to the

otherwise low filtration efficiency for the larger (>100 mm)

mobility-equivalent diameter particles.

Based on the results of the study described above, two

commercially available SiC monolithic honeycomb filter

structureswere selected that had 15 and 20 mmmean pore size

and 46% porosity. The filterswere evaluated in terms of: i) flow

resistance (permeability), ii) filtration efficiency and iii)

development of pressure drop during loading of carbonaceous

materials [42].

Regarding the flow resistance, the results showed that both

monoliths develop the similar pressure drop as a function of

the filtration velocity Fig. 9.

Also, both materials filter the smaller particles more

effectively (Fig. 10 (left)) and, in both cases, the filtration effi-

ciency quickly increases to 99% as soot particles accumulate

on the monoliths.

Fig. 10 (right) shows the pressure drop during the particle

loading. The initial pressure drop during particle loading is

identical for the two monoliths in both operating points and

originates from the similar initial permeability of the mono-

liths. The difference in the pressure drop developed between

the two operating points ismainly caused by the change in the

microstructural characteristics of the particle deposit

(different particle sizes) [42].

Integration of the wall-flow filter

Fig. 11(a) depicts flow axial velocity contours obtained for each

of the three cases investigated. For all cases, the flow from the

reformate zone is subject to a sudden contraction before the

gas mixture enters the soot filter zone due to its lower surface

inlet. This is the region where the velocity gets its highest

value, circa uaxial ¼ 5.1 m/s. A stagnation/circulation zone is

visible after the particle filter and off-center from the main

flow, as evidence by regions with negative axial velocity. For

Case A (ø10 mm holes in the distributor plate) the flow uni-

formity beneath the soot filter is poor; for the other Cases, B

and C, flow uniformity is improving as the plate's hole diam-

eter decreases.

As seen in Fig. 11(b) from the pressure contours, the

major part of pressure drop occurs because of the presence

of the soot filter resulting to more than 900 Pa (9 mbar).

Altering the plate's characteristics does not lead to a signif-

icant additional pressure drop, i.e. decreasing the hole

diameter does not impose significant extra pressure drop

penalty to the overall process. Case A (highest hole diameter

case) presents the least overall pressure drop, but with poor

velocity uniformity. Case B results in better flow uniformity

with an additional 0.08 mbar pressure-drop penalty, while

Case C adds 0.28 mbar to the overall pressure drop relative to

Case A. The smallest hole diameter considered provides

adequate flow uniformity with insignificant pressure drop

penalty and is therefore recommended for the filter inte-

gration. If no distributor plate was placed in the reactor's

configuration there would be only minor differences in the

flow profile while pressure drop is slightly lower compared

with the plate with the larger holes (Case A ø10 mm holes

diameter).

The different cases can be directly compared in Fig. 12 (left)

where the axial velocity at the inlet of the heat exchanger

tubes is plotted. When considering a configuration without

incorporating a distributor plate the velocity at the center of

the reactor is 20 times that of the peripheral sites. While this

case presents the smallest pressure drop the flow uniformity

is the poorest. Even for the marginally effective (ø10 mm

holes) Case A uniformity is still poor but the axial velocity

value at the center of the reactor is 4 times that of the pe-

ripheral sites. The transition to a distributor plate with a ø1

mm hole diameter (Case B) brings the central flow velocity to

1.72 times that of the periphery. Case C (the smallest hole

diameter) presents the most uniform velocity profile, with the

axial velocity value at reactor's center axis being 1.25 times

that of the periphery.

For Case C that presents the highest pressure drop, the

pressure drop along the symmetry axis from the reformate

zone to the heat exchanger tubes, exceeds 920 Pa (9.2 mbar) in

the filter zone indicating that this is the dominating pressure-

drop zone (Fig. 12 (right)). No observable pressure drop

Fig. 12 e Axial velocity before tubes inlet with respect to the radial coordinate (left) and pressure drop along the symmetry

axis with respect to the axial coordinate (right).
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(compared to the overall) takes place in the reformate zone

and the idle space after the filter. The presence of the selected

distributor plate (Case C ø0.5 mm) adds 30 Pa (0.3 mbar) to the

overall pressure drop.

Thus, the location of the filter downstream of the reactor

will not create unacceptable backpressure to the ATR unit,

however, it is found viable to add a distributor plate in the

space downstream of the filter and upstream of the heat

exchanger for improvement of flow uniformity at the inlet of

the heat exchanger.

The plant testing to validate the simulation results are

illustrated and discussed in the second part of this, which is

related to the experimental campaign of the pre-commercial

plant for 107 kg/day of hydrogen from biogas.

Hydrogen production from low carbon sources represents

a valuable possibility to promote the decarbonisation of the

energy system in a sustainable way and thus improve air

quality [47]. The short-term challenge is to identify the paths

leading to low-cost hydrogen production technologies with

near zero greenhouse gas net emissions from highly efficient

and diverse renewable sources [7]. In fact, in a LCA study

performed also by the authors, it was demonstrated that the

BioRobur technology presents a high-energy sustainability

and a high efficiency, compared with biogas SR and biogas

fueled IC engine followed by Alkaline Electrolyzer [43]. More-

over, regarding the market potential, BioRobur can play and

important role because it can provide hydrogen from Munic-

ipal solid waste (MSW) at 5V/kg H2 (delivered cost), cost within

the European target [44].

Conclusion

A TRL 5 pre-commercial decentralized fuel processor for

hydrogen production, based on the direct ATR of biogas was

designed. The project promotes the development of sustain-

able technologies dedicated to a decentralized market.

Particularly, the idea is to ensure the supply of clean, safe and

reliable energy, in a competitive economic environment,

reducing the effects of climate change and pollution, and

addressing the question of exhaustion of oil reserves. The

development of technologies like BioRobur for hydrogen pro-

duction in the energy mix and the prospect of supplying

“green” hydrogen for fuel-cell cars are expected to play a sig-

nificant role in the European market.

Innovative cellular lattice supports were designed, and the

results suggest a lattice composed of rotated cube cell as the

most suitable catalyst support structure. Additionally, the

investigating of the suitability of commercially available wall-

flow trap were performed. Based on the results of the study,

two commercially available SiC monolithic honeycomb filter

structures were selected that had 15 and 20 mmmean pore size

and 46% porosity. The integration of the wall-flow filter

downstream of the ATR reactor was study, and the result has

shown that its location does not creates a backpressure to the

ATR unit, however, it is found viable to add a distributor plate

in the space downstream of the filter and upstreamof the heat

exchanger for improvement of flow uniformity at the inlet of

the heat exchanger.
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